
Graph For All Million Dollar Challenge - Submission 101
How to set yourself up for success

WE WILL START A FEW MINUTES AFTER THE HOUR TO GIVE EVERYONE MORE TIME TO JOIN
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Some Housekeeping Items
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PLEASE SEND QUESTIONS VIA ZOOM Q&A

● Although you are muted, you can ask 
questions at any time using the Q&A 
tab in the Zoom menu 

● The webinar is being recorded and will 
be emailed you with the slides

● If you have any issues with Zoom 
please contact the organizer via chat

Some Housekeeping Items



What You Will Be Building

Pick A Problem 

Design your own problem statement or 
select one of the twelve…

1: Monitor Impact Of Climate Warming In The Arctic
2. Predict Global Crises
3: Predict Next Wave of COVID
4: Find Novel Drug Treatments
5: Detect Early COVID-19 Mutated Variants
6: Foster Critical Thinking
7: Reduce The Noise Of News Search
8: Manage Your Personal Identity
9: Develop Effective Public Transportation Systems
10: Enable Search For UN Sustainable Development Goals
11: Create STEM Opportunities for Women
12: Find Ethically-Sourced Goods

See problem statement details here.
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Build Your Project

You must use TigerGraph's graph 
analytics platform in your project to 

uncover transformative solutions to a 
problem 
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Submit Your Project

Deadline: April 20th @ 11:45 pm ET

1. Declare your problem statement
2. Submit a video demo (3 mins)
3. Submit URL and give access to 

your project GitHub code 
repository

4. Explain your project’s strengths in 
each of the four judging criteria

See “How To Enter” section for 
submission details here.
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https://graphforall.devpost.com/details/inspiration
https://graphforall.devpost.com/rules
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Submission Steps

Declare your problem 
statement

Please do….

Submit Video

Submit Link To GitHub 
code repository

Explain your project’s 
strengths in each of the 

four judging criteria

If you are choosing Graph for a Better X, please write a detailed outline of the problem you are trying to solve for. 
Identify the problem you are trying to solve and identify the problem and outline your vision for solving the 
problem. Please review detail of how to write your problem statement at the Devpost site or click here

This is your opportunity to show-off your project! Demonstrate how your graph solution solves the challenge. 

Write a detailed Readme and make sure your code works. This also an excellent place to add additional 
information you were not able to include in your video or written explanation.

Provide a written defense of your project, explaining its strength in each of the four judging criteria. 
Provide supporting facts and statistics as appropriate to support your claim.

https://graphforall.devpost.com/details/inspiration#h_79624773520441643228989294
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Judging Criterion

1: Impactfulness

What judges are looking for

2: Innovativeness

3: Ambitiousness

4: Applicability

Impactfulness is the degree to which the graph application or solution betters people’s lives via positive impacts 
in one or more domains. 

Innovativeness is the degree to which the graph application or solution offers either a novel approach to the 
problem or a novel use of graph

Ambitiousness is the degree to which the graph application or solution pushes the boundary of the, scale and 
scope of graph to solve for real world problems

Applicability is the degree to which the graph application or solution is ready to be adopted and applied with reasonable 
resource and investment
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Judging Process Stages

1: All Submissions
Check for Completeness 

Purpose

2: Complete Submissions
Screening for Quality

3: Finalist Submissions
Judging

4: Most Popular
Public Voting

5: Scored Submissions
Selection of Winners

The purpose of checking for completeness is to eliminate submissions that are not complete.  Incomplete 
submissions show that the Entrant did not perform a full and careful effort to understand and follow the rules.

The purpose of screening for quality is to select a pool of submissions that are strong enough to be considered 
for detailed judging with scoring based on the judging criteria. This pool constitutes the Finalists, and being a 
Finalist is a public acknowledgement of achievement. Judges are not trying to pick the winner yet, though all the 
winners will be among the Finalists. 

The purpose of judging is to score each finalist submission in each of the four categories (Impactfulness, 
Innovativeness, Ambitiousness, and Applicability) that have both relative and absolute accuracy. These scores 
constitute the judges' recommendations about who should be the winners for each prize.

The purpose of public voting is to give a window of time for each finalist team to promote their project to their 
network in order to get votes. The project with the highest tally of votes will secure the Most Popular prize.

The purpose of selection of winners is to make a final decision on which projects will win what prize. Judges will 
also deliberate on final score of projects that are tied or a very close together for the same category or a single 
project that wins in multiple categories.
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When you are logged in

Click “Start project” to 
start the submission 
process
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Submission process

There are 5 steps in 
completing submission 
process
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Project Overview

Fill out project name 
and pitch

Add a thumbnail
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Project story details

When submitted this 
will be the cover photo

Live solution link

Give background 
(what is your story) 
information regarding 
this project

3 minute video
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Success is in the details
Add GitHub Link

Select problem statement

Spend extra 
time on 
articulating a 
response to 
these 
questions
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Submit project
Check out the preview

 🥳 Submit
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Project Submitted
If you need to edit your 
submission you can

It’s better to submit early & 
edit then to wait last minute
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Commonly Asked Questions
Q) Does the submission video need to be 3 mins?
A) Try your best to keep video to 3 minutes but you won’t be disqualified if it’s 
slightly below or more than 3 minutes. 

Q) How to submit our solution in GitHub if we used GraphStudio?
A) In GraphStudio you can use the “Export Solution” button and include data. 

Q) How do I keep my solution running for judges?
A) This is not required for the submission.  

Q) How do we include large datasets with the submission?
A) If your data files are to big for GitHub, you can add them to Google Drive (or any 
alternative) and provide a link for others to access. 
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Commonly Asked Questions
Q) Can we target more than 1 problem statement?
A) Yes, you can.

Q) Can we have multiple submissions?
A) Yes, you can.

Q)  If I’m doing graph for X, do I have to get my problem statement pre-approved?
A) No, this is not required. 

Q) What is everything needed in the GitHub repo?
A) Everything required to replicate the project. 
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Attend Our Upcoming Webinars

● 4/14: 6 pm PST: Office Hours for the Million Dollar Challenge. Register here.
● 4/15: 3 pm EST: LinkedIn Live: Joe Reis, CEO Ternary Data and Jay Yu, VP Innovation 

at TigerGraph candidly discuss data science strategies and TigerGraph. Register here.
● 4/16: 10 am IST: Part 1 of 2: Fundamentals of TigerGraph + How to Use TigerGraph 

for Supply Chain for IoT, Applied Singularity & TigerGraph. Register here. 
● 4/28: 9 am EST: The Payments Process: Do you know who has your money? The 

impact of risk on us all. Register here.
● 4/30: 10 am PST: Fraud: Buy Now, Pay Later with Expero
● 4/30: 10 am IST: Part 2 of 2: Fundamentals of TigerGraph + How to use TigerGraph 

for IoT with Applied Singularity. Register here.

https://discord.com/events/640707678297128980/941738280825798666
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:ugcPost:6917608268643131392
https://info.tigergraph.com/learn-how-to-use-tigergraph-for-iot-and-supply-chain-purposes
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZAvdeGhqzsqE9F6gTRL4JVHYNPSvt64dwvx?_x_zm_rtaid=W2VVlEbHTeWvHyCt5KKc6g.1649096371310.5343b86fd57f63d4293f6095f649ce32&_x_zm_rhtaid=3
https://info.tigergraph.com/learn-how-to-use-tigergraph-for-iot-and-supply-chain-purposes


Thank You
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